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Despite being boisterous, tuneful - yet elegant - works, Mendelssohn’s Piano Concerto’s have 
never really become popular. In both the soloist appears in the opening bars, and there is no gap 
between the movements. The First is more successful because it sounds fresher and avoids the 
note-spinning found in the Second; although in the wrong hands both works can sound shallow. 

Fortunately Rudolf Serkin was a great Mendelssohn pianist (as his BBC Legends performance of 
the Prelude & Fugue in E minor and various pirate versions of the Variations sérieuses amply 
demonstrate) and the way he launches into the G minor Concerto is electrifying, with superb 
rhythmic, dynamic and pedal control. He slows slightly for the second subject, and by completely 
changing his tonal palette, makes it sound Chopinesque, while the development combines subtle 
rubato and minor tempo variation with passages of real power. No-one has equalled his playing of 
the beautiful slow movement, where the ethereal, crystalline, glowing tone creates an exquisite 
cantabile line that should be required listening for all students of the piano. The finale is marked 



Molto allegro e vivace; here Serkin’s approach is very direct and muscular, the sheer force of 
personality and intellectual grasp behind the notes is almost intimidating, and one can say exactly 
the same about the D minor Concerto, where the playing is similarly uncompromising. Ormandy 
and the Philadelphia Orchestra are powerful, responsive partners, and because they came from a 
pre-authentic era, the orchestra sounds to be – thankfully – at full-strength. 

Sound:

Balance: 4
Inner balance: 3
Detail and clarity: 2/3
Dynamic range: 2

Unlike the performances the sound is pretty bland. The overall balance is reasonably middle-
distance and the piano isn’t too dominant, but the orchestral image is mushy. As a result the wind 
often can’t be heard in tutti passages, and when you can hear them it is very difficult to tell the 
instruments apart (the brass fanfares that announce the G minor’s first movements written 
cadenza are a case in point). The strings have body and richness, but the top seems to have 
disappeared, the timpani are virtually inaudible and the dynamic range is limited. All of which is a 
pity, because the piano sound is very natural and focused, although once again it lacks sparkle. 
However the Speakers Corner transfers are certainly an improvement on the first label US 
pressing with which it was compared, having greater solidity and presence, but if you want to hear 
what could be achieved by an American studio at that time, try the Speakers Corner transfer of a 
1957 Verve release featuring Gershwin’s Porgy & Bess, with Ella Fitzgerald and Louis Armstrong, 
or on Mercury, Dorati and the LSO in Stravinsky’s Firebird, both of which have exceptional 
brilliance and definition, and sonically are in a different class. And yet, despite the caveats, this LP 
captures one of the great pianists in tremendous form, and demands to be heard.  


